
Gaming set mouse + mouse pad Havit GAMENOTE MS1007CM Ref: 6939119020606
Gaming set mouse + mouse pad Havit GAMENOTE MS1007CM

2-in-1 gaming mouse and mousepad set
A practical  gaming set consisting of  a wired mouse and a mousepad. The mouse has been carefully shaped and made of  high-quality
materials,  which prevents  hand fatigue during long hours  of  gaming.  In  addition,  equipped with  a  sensitive  optical  sensor,  it  provides
extraordinary precision during arcade games. The wide DPI adjustment range (up to 6400DPI), allows you to adjust its sensitivity to the
needs and expectations of even the most demanding gamer.
 
Stylishly backlit
Thanks to the RGB-type backlighting, the mouse provides illumination of 16 million colours, giving an extraordinary character. You can
control the illumination using the keys on the left side of the mouse or via the centre key, you can create the perfect atmosphere for any
game. 
 
Gaming mousepad
The gaming pad with its non-slip backing prevents it from moving around your desk uncontrollably. Thanks to the stitched edges, the life
span  of  the  mat  has  been  significantly  extended,  and  the  surface  of  the  pad,  additionally  covered  with  a  micro-grid,  enables  precise
mouse  movements.  The  large  surface  of  the  mouse  pad,  allows  a  wide  range  of  mouse  movements.  Thanks  to  the  high-quality
micro-grid,  you can easily and safely roll  up the mouse pad and take it  with you when travelling. In addition, it  allows for precise and
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smooth mouse movements, which is especially important when playing games that require precise movements.
 
 
Mouse pad specification
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	MP838
	Width
	250 mm
	Length
	250 mm
	Thickness
	3 mm
	Edges
	Stitched
	Structure
	Mirko-grid
	Backing
	Anti-slip
Mouse specifications
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	MS1002
	Mouse type
	For gamers
	Connectivity
	Wired
	Sensor
	Optical
	Resolution
	6400 DPI
	Number of buttons
	7
	Scroll wheel
	yes
	Interface
	USB
	Cable length
	1.6 m
	Compatibility 
	Windows 2000 / XP / Vista / Windows 7/8/10 / Linux / Mac
	Colour
	Black
	Length
	132 mm
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	Width
	68 mm
	Height
	42 mm
	Warranty
	12 months
	Additional information	
	1200-1600-3200-6400DPIScroll buttonsRGB backlightingProgrammable buttons

Preço:

€ 9.50

Jogos, Combos
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